Introduction
C lusters of rare gas atoms are elegant systems for studying the packing of spherically symmetric particles into highly symmetric geometries. They were the subject of much interest in the mass spectrometry community from the 1980s on, when measurements of charged clusters formed in supersonic expansions showed the characteristic magic numbers associated with icosahedral (sub-)shells [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . More recently, it was shown that small impurities can dramatically change the magic numbers of charged rare gas clusters. A high-resolution mass spectrometric study of cationic and protonated argon clusters showed that only the latter exhibited the characteristic magic numbers associated with icosahedral structures [7] . For the pure clusters, the presence of a compact Ar 3 + charge center distorts the structures of the clusters, preventing the efficient packing of atoms in icosahedral shells. Theoretical calculations showed that for the protonated systems, the charge-carrying proton forms a bridge between two Ar atoms, nearly preserving the Ar-Ar separation and the overall symmetry of the neutral systems [7, 8] . This reduces the strain on the structures, giving the Ar n H + clusters the same magic numbers as for model Lennard-Jones systems and neutral Ar n [7, 9] . These findings helped explain the discrepancies seen between different studies of charged argon clusters, a topic that had been discussed for over 30 years [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [10] [11] [12] .
Here, we expand upon the experimental work of protonated rare gas clusters by studying pure cationic and protonated clusters of neon and krypton that are produced in doped superfluid helium nanodroplets. Neon and krypton surround argon in the periodic table and by comparing the new results with the previous findings for Ar, we are able to identify trends in the behavior of charged rare gas clusters and their protonated counterparts.
Methods

Experimental Setup
Rare gas clusters are produced in superfluid helium nanodroplets using the setup described in detail in refs. [13] [14] [15] . Droplets of He containing on average a few million atoms are formed by the expansion of compressed (2.1 MPa) He gas through a 5-μm nozzle that is cooled to 8.3 K. The droplets pass though a 0.8-mm skimmer positioned 8 mm downstream from the nozzle before entering a pair of pickup chambers. Here, the droplets capture Ne or Kr and H 2 /D 2 that are introduced though gas inlets, rare gases in the first chamber and hydrogen/deuterium in the second, which condense into clusters in the superfluid 0.37 K droplets. Deuterium is used for the Abstract. We present a study of cationic and protonated clusters of neon and krypton. Recent studies using argon have shown that protonated rare gas clusters can have very different magic sizes than pure, cationic clusters. Here, we find that neon behaves similarly to argon, but that the cationic krypton is more similar to its protonated counterparts than the lighter rare gases are, sharing many of the same magic numbers.
Kr clusters due to their complex isotopic pattern as the higher mass will increase the separation of peaks in the mass spectra. The droplets are ionized by impact of 78 eV electrons which produce He + near the surface of the droplets. The charge will then typically migrate via resonant hole-hopping through the droplet before forming a He 2 + [16] [17] [18] . This ion will then move though the droplet, attracted by the higher polarizability of the dopant clusters compared to the surrounding He, ionizing the dopant by electron transfer in a highly exothermic process. The charged dopants are then often expelled from the droplets, giving bare clusters. The positively charged products are analyzed using a reflectron time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Tofwerk AG model HTOF) with a rated m/Δm resolution of 5000. The mass spectra are calibrated and analyzed using the IsotopeFit software [19] , which efficiently deconvolutes overlapping peaks in the mass spectra and corrects for isotopic distributions. The method of producing rare gas clusters from helium nanodroplets has in the past been used to study, He n + [13] , Ar n + [7, 10] , and Kr n + [13] clusters, giving results in good agreement with other techniques [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] 12] .
Theoretical Tools
We have used the Gaussian 16 software [20] to perform electronic structure calculations of neutral, cationic, and protonated Ne and Kr clusters.
Cluster geometries were optimized at the MP2(Full)/def2-SVPP level of theory, and a vibrational frequency analysis was performed on each optimized structure to ensure that potential energy minima are obtained.
Results and Discussion
Mass spectra of Ne and Kr clusters born in helium nanodroplets are shown in Figure 1 . In both cases, there is a clear contribution from He n + clusters with n up to about 200 that are rest products of the droplets from the ionization process. In the analysis of the Ne and Kr cluster series, the contributions from He-containing peaks are corrected for. The Ne and Kr cluster series are clearly visible and extend up to at least 50 atoms. Anomalies are visible in both cases, with 19 being the clearest magic number. For Kr, which has less overlap with the He series, abundance anomalies are also visible at n = 7 and 13. Both measurements contain mixtures of the pure rare gas clusters and clusters that also contain hydrogen, mainly in the form of a single proton/deuteron that is formed by the breakup of H 2 /D 2 during ionization. From the overview spectrum alone, it is not clear whether magic numbers arise from the pure rare gas clusters and which ones come from the protonated counterparts. Furthermore, even in experiments studying pure clusters, small amounts of residual water can effectively contribute with protons when the doped droplets are ionized. Careful analysis is thus required to determine the magic numbers associated with each species.
Compared to argon, both neon and krypton have richer natural isotopic distributions. Argon is nearly monoisotopic, with 40 Ar making up 99.6% of the natural abundance. On the other hand, Ne has two isotopes with abundances greater than 1% and Kr has five. The result of this is exemplified in the right panel of Figure 1 where we show a zoom in of a mass spectrum of krypton and deuterium clusters and the distribution of species containing 13 Kr atoms. Here, we are able to identify more than 50 different peaks originating from these species, all separated by about 1 u. The contributions from Kr n + , Kr n D + , and Kr n D 3 + , determined using IsotopeFit [19] , are shown in the same panel, highlighting the complexity in determining the relative abundances of the different species (the uncertainties of these fits are shown in Figure 2 ). The increasing complexity with cluster size is the limiting factor in what sizes we can study. For n ≳ 30, we are unable to reliably discern between the contributions of Kr n clusters with different numbers of D atoms attached. A similar limitation is also encountered for Ne n H + .
In Figure 2 , we show the extracted abundances of cationic and protonated Ne and Kr clusters together with the values for Ar from ref. [7] , for cluster sizes up to 32. The vertical dashed line and labels at the top of the figure indicate the expected magic numbers associated with sphere packing [1, 9] . In each case, there is an underlying size distribution that results from the pickup statistics of the rare gas atoms by the neutral He droplets. On top of these, abundance anomalies are visible, indicating particularly stable or unstable structures. For Ne n + , n = 14 and 21 stand out as being particularly abundant and these values are also observed for He n + clusters [13] . However, for the protonated Ne n H + clusters, different magic numbers appear. Here, n = 7 is particularly strong relative to n = 8, and weaker abundance enhancements are found at values in agreement with the dashed lines. For Kr n + , n = 13, 19, 23, and 29, values expected for the packing of spheres, stand out, as do a few others such as 16 and 25. For the deuteronated Kr n D + clusters, there are some noticeable differences; n = 6 and 7 are particularly abundant, as is 17. Here, n = 13 and 19 appear to be magic too, as for the pure clusters.
While some peaks stand out when comparing the size distributions in Figure 2 , the underlying distributions make the different panels difficult to compare directly. In Figure 3 , we instead show the second differences of the cluster intensities, defined as
where I n is the measured counts for cluster size n. Here, the second difference values have also been normalized to the largest (absolute) value. Positive values Δ 2 indicate cluster sizes that are more abundant than the mean of their neighbors (n ± 1). Likewise, negative values indicate cluster sizes with particularly low abundances compared to their neighbors. From Figure 3 , the magic sizes for each cluster series and the similarities and differences between the different systems become more obvious. For the Ne n + and Ar n + , the n = 13 magic number is suppressed with 14 being more abundant. Only for the protonated Ne and Ar clusters is 13 magic. For Kr on the other hand, 13 is indeed magic even for the pure cationic clusters. A similar trend is seen for n = 19, one of the more prominent magic numbers in many of the datasets. For pure Ne n + clusters, this is not a magic number, but for the pure Ar n + , , and all of the protonated systems, this is a highly abundant size. Overall, the three protonated systems share many magic numbers, in good agreement with the values expected for sphere packing models (dashed line), showing that the stabilizing effect of the proton is visible for other rare gases than just Ar. A distinctive feature of the protonated clusters, in particular with Ne and Ar, is also the magic n = 7 size, which corresponds to the first complete solvation sub-shell around the X-H + -X core, an example of which is shown in Figure 4 .
Compared to the lighter systems, the Kr n + series shows a better agreement with the predicted magic numbers (dashed lines) and less of a difference between the pure and protonated systems. Most notably, n = 13, 19, 25, and 29 are magic for both the pure and protonated clusters, and possibly other sizes too, like n = 23. The reason for this is that the bond lengths of the charge center (e.g., Kr 3 + ) is decreasingly contracted relative to the neutral atoms with increasing rare gas mass. This is seen in the comparison of the structures of neutral, cationic, and protonated clusters with 19 rare gas atoms shown in Figure 5 . The neutral Ne 19 and Kr 19 are systems where all bond lengths are equal, giving highly symmetric (D 5h ) structures. The removal of an electron changes the interactions in the clusters. In the case of neon, Ne 19 + has a tightly bound covalent dimer as the charge center that causes significant distortion to the structure compared to the neutral system. The contracted core of the cluster could possibly allow two additional atoms to fit along the central axis of the cluster, which would explain the particularly high abundance of Ne 21 + in the experiments. In Kr 19 + , the charge is distributed over of a linear tetramer that, while having shorter bond lengths than the other atoms in the cluster, better matches the structure of the neutral system compared to Ne n + and Ar n + [7, 8] . When the charge is instead introduced as a proton, the separation between rare gas atoms surrounding the charge is increased and the structures are more similar to the neutral geometries. A Mulliken charge analysis shows that about two-thirds of the charge is carried by the proton in the case of the Ne 19 H + clusters and one half in the case of the Kr 19 H + clusters (with the remaining positive charge shared equally by the closest two rare gas atoms). These findings are consistent with previous studies of Ar clusters, which show a behavior somewhere between that of Ne and Kr [7, 8] .
Conclusions
Comparing the mass spectra of different cationic rare gas clusters, it is clear that the pure clusters often do not give the magic numbers that are commonly associated with them [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . For Ne and Ar [7] , only the protonated clusters give these characteristic numbers since the addition of a proton reduces the strain on the cluster geometry compared to the pure cationic systems. Pure Kr n + clusters on the other hand do show a better agreement with the formation of shell closures consistent with . Structure of Ne 7 H + calculated at MP2(full)/def2-SVPP level of theory. This structure is common to all protonated rare gas clusters and it is a magic size for each. The central Ne-H + -Ne core is surrounded by a pentagon of Ne atoms, with their common plane passing through the proton. Thin connecting lines are used to highlight the external structure of the cluster. The coordinates for this structure are given in the electronic supplementary material Figure 5 . Side views (perpendicular to symmetry axes) of the structures of neutral, cationic, and protonated clusters of neon and krypton containing 19 rare gas atoms calculated at MP2(full)/def2-SVPP level of theory. Thin connecting lines are used to highlight the external structures of the clusters. The coordinates for these structures are given in the electronic supplementary material icosahedral symmetry, as do the protonated (here deuteronated) clusters. This suggests that clusters of heavier rare gases, e.g., Kr n + and Xe n + , are less likely to see a strong difference in behavior compared to protonated clusters of the same species. For clusters of lighter rare gases (Ne and Ar), more care is needed to ensure that the magic cluster geometries indeed belong to the pure clusters and not, for instance, from protonated species that can easily form in the presence of (even trace amounts of) residual water.
